
Many years of experience 
Our guarantee of quality

A long tradition in quality

We have achieved our high quality standard not only because 

of our vast experience or the commitment of our employees, 

but also because of our collaboration with the local farmers. 

It is our mission to be the most reliable supplier of potatoes 

and potato products in Western Europe.

Although the sky is the limit for Pomuni, everyone keeps 

both feet on the ground and stands behind the product. Our 

customer’s satisfaction gives us the energy to realise our 

ongoing dedication and constant strive for perfection.

Guarantee

For delicious potato recipes,

go to www.pomuni.com
Potatoes 
from fi eld to fork
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All you need is a potato and a dream

Pomuni is a potato supplier that, under private label, 

provides retailers, wholesalers and food services with 

fresh and frozen potato products of the highest quality.  

Pomuni is synonymous with honesty, continuity,  

decisiveness and passionate expertise. These values are 

the basis of our mission: realising customer satisfaction 

through absolute commitment to quality and service.

From 1928 onwards, the name of Muyshondt has always 

been important in the potato business. Today, the fourth 

generation is ready to take the lead, together with 225 

employees on 3 sites and 4 companies of the Pomuni 

group. Each year, Pomuni supplies its customers with 

200.000 tons of potatoes.

Pomuni’s key to success is our integrated approach and 

our continuous strive for balance between production 

process, environment and people. The result of this is 

quality and sustainability. We always go for the best.

The fresh potato

Pomuni puts the customer fi rst and, because of its know-how 

and close involvement with the growers, Pomuni is the potato 

specialist from fi eld to fork. In order to deliver its customers the 

right potato all year round, Pomuni has developed a concept 

to supply the right quality, size and packaging anytime. This 

system not only guarantees certainty, continuity and quality, 

but it also brings potatoes full of taste on your plate. Each potato 

is a product of nature, every harvest is different. Therefore it is 

our job to guarantee quality all year round.

Ware

New

Recipe

Type

Packaging

Tailored 
solution

Potato products

Thanks to its year-long experience, Pomuni has gained 

thorough know-how in processing and preparing potato 

products. In our tailor-made approach we always start from 

your demand and the moment of consumption. After that, 

we look for the right recipe and packaging, whether it is for 

the retail, food service or industry. This way of working not 

only gives us delicious potato products, but also guarantees 

the consistent taste of the product and happy consumers.
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